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A novel receiver structure f o r  binary data with 1Fmi.t;ed intersymbolinter- 
The receiver is maximum-likelihoOa so it is 
ference uses non-linear elements and cmbines features of the optimum linear 
a;nd "tall cancellation'' receivers. 
optimum i n  that it minimizes per-b€t probability of error, Pee Bounds on Pe 
aad cert;ain extensions are presented 
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SYNOPSIS 
High speed data camrmurication via  pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) is 
reliable only if  one can sirmrltaneously minimize the effects of intersymbol- 
interference (ISI) and random noise. 
by TUTtsl, who describes the joint  optimization of trmsmitter and receiver, 
Etnd by Aaron and M s .  
fom of a mtched f i l t e r  followed by a tapped delay l ine (transversal equalizer). 
TuPtsl also discusses, briefly, the historical  and some of the more recent 
methods of controlling IS1 and noise. 
tion, which has been given renewed interest  by Lucky3, and " ta i l  cancellation". 
This problem has been examined recently 
Their receiver, constrained t o  be linear, has the 
These methods include l inear equaliza- 
In this paper we describe the maximum-ligelihood (ML) receiver for  data 
transmission via PAM and show that it employs elements of the optimwn linear 
receiver and the "tail cancellation" receiver. 
be optinrum i n  the sense that it minimizes the per-bit probability of error Pe. 
Thus its performace can be used as a basis of comparison for  other receivers. 
The structure is quite simple so it merits consideration i n  an actual binary 
transmission system with the limited IS1 of asswaption2'bela~. 
The ML receiver is known t o  
We make the following assumptions: 
1. The received signal is 
x( t )  
where pt is 1 or -1 and represents the kth information 
r ~ y m b - i j i ~  The pk's are independent and s ( t )  i s  known. 
The signal s ( t )  is smeared only into one adjacent baud 
giving rise t o  limited interspbol-interference (IS1 ) . 
, 
2. 
3. The noise is stationary, w h i t e ,  Gaussian and additive. 
Colored noise can be handled by "pre-whitening", but 
the output of the whitening f i l t e r ,  s ( t ) ,  is subject 
t o  2 above. 
The transmitter a.nd receiver are i n  synchronism. 4. 
In  references 141 and [5]  we show that the ML receiver first canrputes the 
correlation s t ati  st i c  
A = -  $'.,(t) s(t-kT) at, 
Nolrr 
where y( t )  i s  made up of x ( t )  as given by (1) plus random noise of double-sided 
power spectral density N0/2 watts/cps. 
abaut the polarity of pk on the s t a t i s t i c  
The receiver then bases its decision 
ana 
z t x ]  = log, ex + eR 
1 + exfR 
2T 
R E -  
R is a measure of the ISI. 
1 or -1 and the costs associated with emh type of error are equal, then the 
receiver decides 
If, for  exazrrple, the h ' s  are equally l ikely t o  be 
Equations \L) and (3 define the ML receiver and the corresponding structure 
i s  sham i n  Fig. 1. 
linear receiverlt2, that is, a matched filter folluwed by a tapped delay line. 
Rote the similarity between th i s  structure and the optimum. 
-2- 
In this structure , however, the useful output i s  not merely a weighted sum of . 
the tap Outputs. Here each uutput is added t o  its neighbor a f te r  the neighbor 
is passed through a non-linear amplifier (the box labelled Z and defined by 
Equation (4)). The M taps t o  the right of the center tap, the useful output, 
indicate that M bauds of the past data have been optimally processed t o  aid i n  
the decision on The N taps t o  the l e f t  indicate that N future bauds have 
also Been considered. 
the C r P t ; i m  detector structure. We can, i n  fact, achieve M -+ 00, tha t  is, we 
can consider all past data, by a modification of Fig. 1. 
employing a feedback loop, i s  sham within the dotted l ines of Fig. 1 and 
replaces the M taps t o  the right. ObViou~Ly, a consideration of all f i ture  
data reqyires inf ini te  delay (for an inf ini te  binary sequence) so a compromise, 
finite N must  be chosen. 
In  theory one should l e t  M 4 QO and N -+ 00 t o  achieve 
This modification, 
In  Fig. 2 we shcw $be.., 2-box amplifier input-output character3stics for  
Note that these curves saturate at +Re several vaues  of R. 
To provide insight into the detector operation let us assume that the 
detector of Zg.  l u s e s  only the feedback structure. 
becomes 
Hence the decision s ta t i s t ic  
We see that the kth decision s t a t i s t i c  contains, first of aU, the correlation 
of s(t-m) with the received si@, namely Ak. 
bounded by +R. In  fact, assuming high SNR, Ak-l w i l l  be either large positive 
for Pk-1 = 1 or large negative for  Pk-1 = -1. 
is negative. This addition or subtraction of R i s  mathematically equivalent 
t o  subtracting out the chamel memory and is, therefore, a ta i l  cancellation 
scheme. 
abi l is t ic  basis. 
intermediate vdue based on Akml 3. z { A ~ , ~  
certainty concerning 
The ather additive term is 
Thus,referring t o  Fig. 2, we 
Will subtract R from Ak if Pk-1 i s  positive alld We W i l l  add R t o  Ak if pk-1 
The novelty here i s  that the tail cancellation occurs on a prob- 
This is, we no not simply allow R or  -R but we choose an . . . 1, which i s  a measure of OUT 
The non-linearity of the ML receiver discourages an exact and.yticd 
determination of Pee 
however. 
R = 0 case with the resulting 
We have f o l a  reasonably t igh t  upper and lower bounds, 
The lower bound is  easily established by consiziering the favorable 
ze(lower) = ~ r f c  6 , (8) 
where p is the signal-to-noise ra t io  
-3- 
and 
A 
The upper bound I s  found by considering two tail cancellation receivers, one 
operating i n  positive t i m e  and the other in  negative time. 
sub-optimum detector and gives 
This constitutes a 
WheX€? 
1 c E r f ' c g  - $ E r f c E  (1-4r) - 2 ErfcG (l&) 
2 
Q 1-P, 
s ( t )  s ( t a )  at  
I. . 
2T 
r E  0 
l s 2 ( t )  d t  
. (13) 
0 
TO shplify presentation of these 
s ( t )  is ecpdly divided between the intervals 0 t o  T and T t o  2T. 
we have assumed tha-b tKe energy i n  ' 
In Mg. 3 we show the upper and lower b m d s  on the ML receiver versus p 
for r = 0250 
receiver (for r = 02, as appears in 121). 
WSeS 
used as a t ighter upper bound Over sone ranges o f  p. 
We also show the ta i l  camellation receiver and the optimum l inear  
Note that %his optimum l inear receiver 
i n  and 0u.t of the ML receiver's upper baund so that it could have been 
-4- 
The receiver 's matinemtical spec€k+ication for  multi-level data is straight- 
The major limitation of this approach, the restfiction t o  limited 
fomard4, however, an efficient implementation and calculation of Pe appears t o  
be difficult. 
IS1 ma;y be remwed by a heuristic argunent suggesting a receiver structure similar 
t o  that of Fig. 1. 
. 
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